Still More Than Just North Carolina

By Anna Von Reitz
"Page 5 of this link (marked page 2 of 30) shows all of the other states that are doing the exact same
thing as North Carolina is doing...."
http://www.ncleg.net/ped/reports/documents/tags/tags_report.pdf
Here's still more proof that Bob and Larry don't know what is going on and have been beating me
about the head and neck for "proof" and then ignoring the facts when I give it to them.
I suppose there will be something "suspect" about my "sources"---- nobody should believe official
documents from the North Carolina Legislature, right?
The fact is that all the states have privatized their operations for years and people are just now
waking up to the dangers and abuses that this unnatural blending of public and private functions
encourages.
While Field McConnell is exposing the dangers of having a British corporation handing itself out
thousands of American "government" contracts and continuing to allow this corporation --- Serco --to function as Paymaster for our military, still others are exposing the illegal and immoral operations
of trans-national corporations like Vanguard, Black Water, and State Street.
Hundreds, if not thousands, of former CIA, FBI, and other law enforcement agency members are
stepping forward to fill in the blanks.
Two days ago, Minutemen captured two card-carrying CIA Agents transporting 1300 pounds of
cocaine across the Mexican border for the Sinaloa Cartel, claiming that the cocaine "belongs to" the
CIA and was part of an official "mission". Right.
Since when is the CIA dealing in cocaine? Only since the Korean War.....

The agents were incredulous when they were detained by the Border Patrol and even more
incredulous when their bosses disallowed any knowledge of their activities.
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